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Overview for today

- Announcements
- Assignments
- Jonathan Wilt, Guest Lecture
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Assignment #6: Backend
Connect your apps to a backend server that will receive patient data

Coming Thursday, 11/14
Code Revue #2

Sign-up: https://calendly.com/santig/code-review-2

Hi class!

Find a time where your entire team can meet together with course staff and schedule via here.

Agenda:
- Assignment #5 (HealthKit) grading will occur in-person during this code review.
- We will have a group Q&A for Assignment #6.
- Early check-in for final presentations.

Only one person needs to sign-up per team.

If no time here works, send me some times that do and we can schedule around it.

I recommend to schedule this sooner so that we can give you feedback.

See you soon!
Digital Health Implementation IS HARD!

VS.
Jonathan Wilt
CTO, innovationOchsner
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Attendance

- [https://tinyurl.com/cs342-attendance](https://tinyurl.com/cs342-attendance)
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